
 

 

LOCATION 
 

Port/Shipyard: “Rimessaggio del Tirreno” in Porto Santo Stefano (GR) 
 
Location: ashore 
 
Inspection contact: av@itauction.it 
Contact number: +39 3421609056 
 
Sea Trial: not possible  
 
 

MAINTENANCE LIST 
 

Reserved for shipyards.  
The following is not an exhaustive list. For illustrative purposes only, we hereby notify that 
the unit requires the following maintenance: 
 
AESTHETICAL/FUNCTIONAL ANOMALIES AND/OR RELATED RESTORATION WORK 
-Application of initials and registration number. 
-Engine room needs general functional check and oxidation and painting restoration. 
-Exterior fittings are in good conditions but with evident signs of aging that need aesthetical 
restoration. 
-Interior fittings are in general good conditions but with some signs of aging that need 
aesthetical restoration. Taps need aesthetical and functional maintenance. Some kitchen 
elements need finishing. 
 
SAFETY MAINTENACE 
- Result of inspection and percussion “assaying” of the superstructure: hull general state 
sufficient; in particular the several layers of antifouling are detaching and have not allowed 
a precise inspection of the structure that shows a wide and irregular spread of paint blisters. 
Extraordinary maintenance and restoration is required also to ensure surface protection and 
to maximize the unit performance and consumption. 
- Stand shaft ferrules are worn and hardened mostly because of the long time ashore and 
must be replaced. 
- Exhaust system leakages in both engines and must be restored. 
- Cooling circuit leakages and evident signs of salinization. Circuit and seals need restoration. 
- Insulation panels are almost completely detached and in advanced state of deterioration. 
The panels must be replaced as they compromise the correct insulation and can cause 
disfunctions in the air filters. 
- Both engines need complete maintenance and revision. 
- All bridge electronic equipment is not working probably caused by dashboard general 
energy supply failure as the single devices are in good conditions and seem to have been 
recently installed. 



 

 

- Chain and anchor are missing 
- All accumulators are at the limit of their capacity and with a charge reserve barely sufficient 
for utilities power supply. Functional test has been possible only using external power supply. 
- All safety equipment on board are insufficient and expired. 
 


